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Hubble’s law:



The k-correction



Elliptical at z=0 viewed with 
R-band filter

Elliptical at z=0.4 viewed with 
R-band filter





Galaxy morphologies





Galaxy spectral types







The galaxy luminosity function





Galaxy populations in clusters:

Abell 1689   z = 0.18



The colour magnitude relation





Younger stellar populations at higher 
redshift 



The Butcher-Oemler effect





The morphology density relation



Galaxy scaling relations
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What is this?



Colour bimodality



Active galaxies

HST view of M87  in the Virgo cluster







 • Over the years, many different categories of AGN have been identified, each with its own name. 
In hindsight, this apparent diversity has three distinct components:

 ◦ Genuine variation in one or more key properties of AGN
 ◦ Apparent variation arising from our particular viewing angle
 ◦ Variation which arises from observing the object at a particular stage in its evolution.
 
 • There are (at least) two genuine ways in which AGN differ from each other:
 1. UV/opt/IR luminosity: This probably tracks the accretion rate and black hole mass. 

Three categories: 
  Quasars   (Lnuc  Lgal); 
  Strong AGN   (Lnuc  Lgal); 
  Weak AGN   (Lnuc << Lgal).
 
 2. Radio Luminosity: determined mainly by the jet power 

The cause of jet power isn't known : possibly black hole spin and/or disk temperature? 
Two categories: 

  Radio Quiet   (LR  10-4 Lopt) 
  Radio Loud   (LR  10-2 Lopt)
 
 • There are (at least) two differences which seem to depend on viewing angle
 1. Emission Line Shapes: do we get a clear view to the inner (BLR) region, or not. 

Two categories: 
  Broad + Narrow lines   (can see the BLR) 
  Narrow lines only   (can't see the BLR).
 
 2. High variability & high polarization: this depends whether we look directly down a fast jet. 

Two categories: 
 a. High variability & polarization   (look down jet); 
 b. Low variability & polarization   (look at some other angle).



A unified model?



Major astronomical surveys:

• SDSS and 2dF: large local redshift surveys

• 250,000 to 1,000,000 galaxies + AGN with spectra

• r_spec < 19, r_phot < 22, z < 0.3

• Deep2 and VVDS: large, distant galaxy surveys

• 10,000s of galaxies with spectra

• i_spec < 24, 0.8 < z < 1.2 

• HDF N&S and UDF: ultradeep HST fields

• i ~ 29 over 9 arcmin^2

• RASS: all-sky X-ray imaging survey

• XMM-LSS: 10 deg2 X-ray imaging survey

• FIRST: all sky radio survey


